the case for a ministry of supply, november 17, 1938
merely turning things over year by year for practice purposes, you
can rely upon military departments in Supply, and Enfield and
Woolwich will do their share for the Army; but you have reached a
position in which Estimates for many hundreds of millions of
pounds are being devoted and spent each year and where the whole
industry of the country is being increasingly drawn in. To leave
that job under the management of Service Ministers is unfair to the
country, unfair to the job and most unfair to the Ministers themselves.
Let me look at this matter from another angle, the public angle.
At present the Defence Ministers are, perforce, apologists for their
own failures in supply. My right hon. Friend the Air Minister
has not been long enough in the office to grow a guilty conscience.
They try their best, but, when failure comes, naturally they are
concerned not to be in too great a hurry to have it thrust out to
the public or to the House, and they are bound to minimise it as
much as they can. By making the Ministers for Air and War
responsible for their own supply, and by making the harassed
Minister for the Co-ordination of Defence responsible for helping
them to get their supply, you get a tight combine, which cannot
deliver the goods in time but which can offer any amount of con-
certed explanation of why they have not been delivered. If there
were a Ministry of Supply the Minister would be the poor devil who
would be in the box, and the Service Departments would bring
their reproaches against him. He, in his turn, would go to the
Cabinet and would say: " Here, I did not get financial sanction
for this. This was late. We had not had the funds for this. We
had not had the powers for that. There has been this difficulty with
labour," or whatever might be the case. Tension, pressure and
activity would be increased and stimulated by this very natural
and reasonable division of functions. You would get a new energy
from the very friction that would result—an energy which is vastly
needed. Only the other day the Minister for the Co-ordination of
Defence was arguing against a Ministry of Supply because, as he
explained, there was so much importance in keeping strategic con-
siderations and supply in harmony and in close relation. Would
he not be in a far better position to procure this harmony if he
presided not only over the three Defence Services but over the
three Defence Services plus the shop from which they buy their
goods ? He would sit with his strategic functions on the top of a
natural, symmetrical organisation, instead of being at one moment
a co-ordinator and at the next aix executive producer. There would
be complete harmony. Then indeed he would have a chance of
success and we should have a better chance of safety.
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